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Queer theorists most commonly challenge conventional pictures of the

stable self by pointing out ways in which the self can be opened towards

others (i.e. ‘‘spatially’’ disrupted). This essay demonstrates how the recent

work of Paul North on ‘‘primal distraction’’ supplies material for an

expansion of this critique by allowing theorists to better understand how the

self can also be ‘‘temporally’’ disrupted, its apparently smooth progression

through time being in fact punctuated by fundamental discontinuities.

Taking up a recent monograph by Kent Brintnall as a case study in the

fruitfulness of bringing North’s work to bear on queer studies of religion and

subjectivity, the article discusses distraction’s relevance not just for

understanding queer temporality but also for reimagining theological

problems in areas such as soteriology, eschatology, and mysticism. The

article thus both sketches out a particular project for queer theory and points

to the broader research programs in theory and theology that such a project

enables.
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In everyday understanding, we act and speak as though the self is a spatially

enclosed sphere of subjectivity moving smoothly out of its past and into its future.

The self is taken to be stable; the conditions of its stability are at once its closure to

the ‘‘others’’ that it encounters around it in space and its steady openness to its

own temporal horizons. Discontinuity from the exterior other, continuity with the

interior past and the interior future — these are the markers of the self as it moves

about the world. Or at any rate, this is what we conventionally imagine. But today,

the critique of this assumption of the self’s stability has taken a place at the center

of many theoretical discourses. The claim that the ‘‘self’’ names something that is

not ‘‘natural’’ but that is instead constructed and contested in the midst of a
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differentiated, complex field of subjectivity has been advanced in numerous and

sometimes conflicting ways by theorists drawing from the insights of diverse

disciplinary backgrounds and methodological approaches. Queer critique in

particular has typically challenged the everyday understanding of the self’s stability

in spatial terms, that is, in terms of the relations between the ‘‘self’’ and the

‘‘others’’ that appear ‘‘outside’’ of it. By pointing out the ways in which one’s

sphere of subjectivity can be opened up to other such spheres, theorists have

undermined the usual assumption that the boundary between ‘‘self’’ and ‘‘other’’ is

neat and coherent, and in this way the self is recast as a porous extension that can

intersect with the other and escape thereby its own sense of closure. This emphasis

on a spatial conceptualization of the unstable self has been fruitful on its own

terms, but it has unfortunately limited the ability of theorists to discover and

articulate another fundamental way in which conventional ideas of subjectivity

can be disrupted — namely, by challenging the self’s coherence in temporal ways,

not simply spatial ones.

This essay will sketch out how such a critique can be developed, and it will point

towards the broader research programs in queer theory and queer theology that

such a project enables. I will first take up Paul North’s recent monograph The

Problem of Distraction, which provides valuable material for illustrating the ways

in which the self’s steady march through time is as illusory as its fortified enclosure

in space, allowing us to understand that the self is not simply unstable

synchronically with respect to the other, but is also unstable diachronically with

respect to its ‘‘own’’ past and future. As we will see, such a theoretical move has

powerful implications for queer critique. I will first, as a case study, put the insights

emerging from the discussion of North’s text into conversation with one particular

site within the existing milieu of ‘‘spatially-oriented’’ queer studies, Kent

Brintnall’s Ecce Homo: The Male-Body-in-Pain as Redemptive Figure. Drawing

on the thought of Georges Bataille to engage issues of religion and subjectivity,

Brintnall’s recent work articulates a compelling challenge to the conventional

picture of the stability of the self, one that is cast predominantly in the spatial

terms of the potential openness of the self towards the other. Yet around the edges

of the text, fragmentary questions of temporality continually push their way

through, and it is by seizing upon these that I will demonstrate the fertility of

North’s insights for queer-theoretical reflection. By demonstrating how a turn

toward the queerness of distraction can supplement and strengthen Brintnall’s

project, I will provide material towards future work on such questions, and will in

this way attempt to push queer theory and queer theology towards a fuller picture

of the complex dynamics of ‘‘self’’ and ‘‘other’’ in space and time. In order to make

clear how such work can fit into existing literature on queer temporality, I will

briefly survey distraction’s relevance to a few major theoretical projects in that

area, and I will then conclude with some reflections on the specifically Christian-

religious possibilities for further research into these problems. By thus working

outwards from a new dialogical arrangement of particular texts, I hope in this

project to uncover overlooked areas of theoretical interest and point towards new

directions for future work.
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An outline of distraction

The relative brevity of North’s The Problem of Distraction belies the scope of its

ambition. If one were simply to pick it up, struck by the title, it might seem to be

no more than a commentary on our contemporary experience of frenetic, digitized
busyness, or (worse still) an exercise in pop psychology, promising tips and tricks

to get away from all our beeping, blinking annoyances. Fortunately, it is neither.

North indeed invokes the specter of our contemporary ‘‘age of distraction’’ at the
beginning of his text, but explicitly only in order to put it aside; he is not concerned

with distraction as the ‘‘diversion’’ of attention or in the sense of ‘‘an attention to

the zero degree,’’ but instead with distraction ‘‘as it [would] appear if it were
released from its subordination to attention, to perception, to the subject’’ (2011,

5, 6). His tools to uncover and explicate this distraction, this not-thinking, are

those of the intellectual historian, the theorist of literature, the philosopher, the
genealogist. But unsurprisingly, not-thinking has only a scattered, dispersed

presence within whatever it is that is the history of thought; distraction’s ‘‘rarity

seems to follow a pattern … [of] banishment and return,’’ since, ‘‘unlike other
hidden threads or nodes in Western intellectual history, this one describes its own

historical disappearance’’ (2011, 6, 10). It is thus not exactly proper to say that it

has a history at all, for to say as much would be for unthought again to be
‘‘addressed from the perspective of thought’’ (2011, 11). These circular problems

are inextricable — any attempt at attending to distraction in a way that is faithful

to its independence from attention has a certain ‘‘self-defeating’’ character (2011,
12). In the end, therefore, ‘‘although it cannot be conceptualized, distraction can

be illustrated,’’ and this is the task that North sets for himself in this almost

unprecedented experiment (2011, 14).1

How is one to read a book of ‘‘philosophy’’ or of ‘‘theory’’ that is not exactly a

conceptualization or analysis but instead an illustration? Even more troubling,

how exactly can one place such a text in conversation with others or use it to
illuminate broader problems? The usual implements of an academic are ill-fitted to

the task of re-appropriating an illustration of distraction; one cannot simply

summarize the material, or pick out a few key points, or feel around for the big
takeaway. To treat The Problem of Distraction as though it were a simple

exposition of a claim by way of thesis–argument–conclusion would constitute not

only a misreading of its method but also a betrayal of its object. It is likely that
there is no way to make use of the text without ending up in a fundamental failure

of one fashion or another; it is as though the inextricable problems that North sees

infecting his own attempt at the thinking of unthought leap off the page and eat
away at the inner structure of the reader’s efforts at comprehension and reuse. All

that we can do, then, is to take the discontinuity of distraction itself as our model,

seeking to piece together (or break apart?) something of value from threads in the

1 Perhaps the closest that North does come to conceptualization is when he notes that he ‘‘understand[s] distraction as

a parontological relationship of thought to non-being and its variants: not-quite-being, more-than-being, not-yet-

being, no-longer-being’’ (2011, 13). But this comment, which precedes a description of the way that distraction ends

up ‘‘tending away from phenomenology and ontology toward fantasy, literature, and art,’’ is most useful as a summary

of vocabularies or as a shattered, discontinuous horizon ‘‘within’’ which certain things can appear, not strictly as a

definition in any standard sense.
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text that appear and reappear; we must take ownership over the fact that our

worries about interpretive faithfulness or about proper attention to the text’s own
concerns must here falter.

With that said however: North’s text starts from Aristotle, who banishes

distraction from the West’s thinking of thought; he then turns to the seventeenth-
century French author Jean de La Bruyère, in whose writings distraction returns in

the figure of le distrait; and finally he takes up the limited ways in which ‘‘some

aspects of primal distraction’’ were ‘‘conceptualized’’ by Franz Kafka, Martin
Heidegger, and Walter Benjamin (2011, 14). Along the way he shows how,

appropriately enough, ‘‘the thought of distraction plays a different role in each of the

texts in which it is addressed’’ (2011, 176). Not all of these roles are equally relevant
to our purposes, though all of them are fascinating, uncovering comportments

toward the world that are overlooked in our typical attitudes despite (or because of)

their radical potentialities for disrupting the structures of the everyday.2

For Aristotle, the human person must ‘‘think continually’’ (North 2011, 31);

nous (intellect or understanding) must in other words be ‘‘actualized and

actualizing at any and all times’’ in order to ‘‘retain its claim to sovereignty,
immutability, and intelligibility’’ (2011, 28). Human existence is constituted by,

among other things, this steady movement of the intellect in its productive work as

the moments of time tick by. As North argues, Aristotle cannot incorporate
distraction into this philosophical understanding of the subject-person, for what is

precisely absent in distraction is ‘‘the form of time (producing units and sequencing,

counting),’’ an absence that problematizes the ‘‘a prioricity of time for the thinking
being’’ (2011, 34). Aristotle thus puts away distraction; La Bruyère brings it back not

as a concept but as a literary fictionalization, the figure of le distrait, who gives

distraction a ‘‘face’’ and places it thereby among ‘‘social phenomena’’ rather than
expounding it alongside ‘‘metaphysical or theological’’ themes (2011, 38). Le distrait
would be a strange person to meet on the street. As soon as he is given a watch, ‘‘he

throws it into the river as though it were something to be got rid of’’ (2011, 41); he
has a penchant for addressing others by the wrong titles, appearing to forget to show

proper respect for station and status (2011, 70–71); even as a fictional character, he

defies typology and instead appears to gather together all the faults of the other
members of La Bruyère’s cast, so that in the end distraction ‘‘is ubiquitous among

characters but not specifically attributable to a subject or a self’’ (2011, 38, 71). This

should not be surprising, after all, if the conventional (Aristotelian) self is precisely
that which would never throw time away, relying on the steady passing of moments

as a precondition for its continual thinking.

When distraction resurfaces again in Heidegger (as Zerstreuung), among its
forms as it manifests itself in the analysis of ‘‘Dasein’’ is a ‘‘temporal leaping out

2 For example, a few of the manifestations of distraction that North takes up have remarkably spatial rather than

temporal valences; though in most places distraction is ‘‘the absolute and causeless suspension of intellection,’’

elsewhere it is instead ‘‘a movement of disunification, a scattering, spreading, dividing, or diverting’’ (2011, 176–77).

These spatial images for distraction are among the roles less relevant for our purposes here, since the goal of this

project is not, properly speaking, to challenge or revise the spatial dimensions of queer theory’s critique of the self but

instead to expand that critique by bringing the specifically temporal insights of North’s work to bear. It may in fact be

the case that one could recast or reconstruct the spatial critique of the self in terms of spatial-distraction; but such an

attempt lies beyond the scope of this essay, tantalizing as it may be.
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and leaping ahead of itself’’ (North 2011, 121). Benjamin moves this question of

distraction’s temporality out of the realm of the single subject and into the sphere

of ‘‘historical movement’’; he is concerned with how it ‘‘is itself dispersed and

dissipating,’’ showing up ‘‘only sporadically as a producer of and a response to

historical turning points’’ (2011, 144). In North’s account of Benjamin’s work,

Zerstreuung occasions the entrance of the ‘‘mass’’ into politics, where mass (as

‘‘political unit’’) is understood to be a collectivity that is non-spatial in its ordering

principle, one in which ‘‘quantity is turned … into quality’’ (2011, 157). There is

much that is opaque here; what matters for our purposes is the point that in the

mass, the individual persons who are to make it up ‘‘give up their individual

identities, but not for the sake of a group identity’’ (2011, 165). This paradox is

enabled, it seems, by distraction’s function as ‘‘a tool for dissolving regimes of

thought, modes of understanding’’ (2011, 165) — its disruptive, destabilizing

potential, its interventionist movement into politics and intellect.

The stakes of North’s illustrative endeavor clearly overflow the merely

psychological or phenomenological, which both in a certain way bracket out the

sort of distraction that is here under consideration.3 Nor are we dealing with a

merely historical problem, one that would be of interest only to those who study

the intricacies of the development of Western thinking. Rather — as should by

now have become at least somewhat apparent — the ultimate stakes are

anthropological, in the old philosophical and theological sense according to

which we are dealing with something that gives us insight into the nature or

structure of human existence in the world. Thus the central, boldest claim that

North makes on behalf of his investigation is that it can ‘‘contribute to an

understanding of human being as one whose highest capacity is not the

synthesizing process of noesis but rather the periodic dissolution of its faculties’’

(2011, 15). The possibility of such dissolution carries with it tremendous historical

and political implications (though it is not itself properly historical, as we have

seen). Indeed, the interruptions it brings about move back and forth between the

subjective and the historical spheres:

Although anti-historical, it is not therefore eternal, and yet it does not seem to go away

(more correct might be to say that it brings ‘‘away’’ to mind). Formally, it repeats an

intermission in which history dispenses with coherence. For beings and their relations

this entails great risk. More than risk — it assumes an underlying discontinuum over

which continuity has been draped like a shroud. Distraction is a reminder of the loose

fit of historical life on the casket of its coherence. (2011, 13–14)

Bringing distraction into queer studies of religion

Kent Brintnall’s Ecce Homo: The Male-Body-in-Pain as Redemptive Figure is a

provocative engagement with questions of subjectivity, artistic representation, and

religion. Taking up a diverse range of aesthetic and cultural objects — from the

3 See, e.g. North 2011, 47
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film series Rambo to the photography of Robert Mapplethorpe — Brintnall frames

his investigation in terms derived from the work of Georges Bataille.

Brintnall foregrounds not simply the instability of the self as such but also the

way in which this instability emphatically opens the self towards others. His

central claim, which joins together a hint of his beliefs about the subject with an

indication of their political stakes, is that ‘‘certain ways of representing the male-
body-in-pain have the capacity … to disrupt cultural fantasies of masculine

plenitude that ground the social orders of masculine power and privilege’’ (2011,

8). Over and over, Brintnall appeals to the elaboration of sacrificial violence in
Bataille’s works; in this language of ‘‘laceration’’ and in the artistic representations

that correspond to it, he finds an intimation of a variety of human experience that

is ‘‘essential to opening the subject to the other in ways that foster nondamaging,
nonlethal violence between persons’’ (2011, 8). The idea of sacrifice — which

provides a site of intersection between the aesthetic and the religious — becomes

an avenue towards an ‘‘encounter with the permeability and incoherence of the

self’’ (2011, 8). Brintnall’s work thus constitutes an investigation into what
cultural objects point towards a ‘‘different perception of self and other’’ than the

one with which we conventionally begin (2011, 9). This ‘‘different perception,’’

which would escape the fantasy of plenitude that allows us to conceive of ourselves
as (spatially) ‘‘discontinuous beings,’’ is not something that can be ‘‘expressed

propositionally’’ — it must instead be ‘‘experienced’’ (2011, 9).

In both mystical encounters with the sacred and in frenetic moments of

sexuality, Brintnall sees the possibility that the wall between self and other can
collapse — ‘‘Eroticism, like religion, is a search for lost continuity’’ (2011, 12). This is

not at all to suggest that the fantasy of masculine plenitude is never reinforced by a

representation of the sexualized action hero, sensual despite his wounds, or of the
suffering-yet-resilient Christ, abandoned by God yet promised resurrection anew.

Indeed, the bulk of Brintnall’s book is an explication precisely of how such images

foster the conventional idea of the spatial discontinuity-in-wholeness of the subject.4

But his provocative thesis is that such representations, despite these resonances, can

be deeply ambiguous and that in the end they can undermine the very fantasies to

which they at first lend credence. The point is put beautifully in Brintnall’s discussion

of the crucifixion paintings of Francis Bacon; such work certainly ‘‘celebrates male
flesh’s majestic splendor,’’ but it also forces us into a position where we can

‘‘appreciate aesthetically the male-body-in-pain as a body coming undone,’’ one that

is no longer ‘‘stable’’ in the conventional way (2011, 170).

If we put North’s insights about distraction into conversation with Brintnall’s

explication of the destabilization of the self through laceration and fragmentation,

we are able to expand and strengthen the latter in several ways. Perhaps most

straightforwardly, it seems that the specter of distraction presents itself as another,
orthogonal way in which the fantasy of masculine plenitude can be disrupted. If

the male figure experiences a periodic dissolution of its faculties — if male

subjectivity is haunted by interruptions of unthought or of no-longer-thinking —
then our sense of its stable wholeness, with all that that wholeness entails

4 See, for example, Brintnall (2011, 62), where these claims are most incisively laid out.
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politically and theologically, is problematized. In other words, distraction is a sort of

temporal ‘‘fragmentation’’ that does not necessarily require the spatial fragmenta-

tion of ‘‘laceration’’ (whether material or representational) that is so central to

Brintnall’s conception of how the self can be understood to be open. Spatial

fragmentation, in Brintnall’s account, is a sort of ‘‘violence,’’ though it is a

purportedly ‘‘nonlethal’’ and ‘‘nondamaging’’ violence (whatever that might mean).

Does the temporal fragmentation of distraction require the same kind of violence?

It is hard to say for sure, in large part because Brintnall never quite defines what

he means by the term (and, indeed, the lack of a clear definition of ‘‘violence’’ is a

significant analytical and theoretical weakness of Ecce Homo); but because

distraction is experienced in temporal discontinuity rather than simply in spatial

permeability, it may provide the grounding for a radically non-violent challenge to

masculine plenitude, rather than one that requires the valorizing representation of a

‘‘body-in-pain.’’ By allowing the fact of fundamental temporal disruption to

fragment the male subject without recourse to physical or representational violence,

it may be possible to avoid holding up acts of violence or images of violence as

requisite to, or salutary for, our political and theological aims. We are in this way

better enabled to respond to violence with mourning or with rage, without needing

to turn it towards a greater purpose or uncover its secret meaning.

The theoretical promise of expanding Brintnall’s project by reading it alongside

North’s becomes even more apparent if we turn to the limited, fragmentary appeals

to temporality that do appear in the text. Consider first the concept of ‘‘labor’’ or

‘‘work,’’ which is borrowed almost straightforwardly from Bataille. Brintnall argues

that work ‘‘necessarily creates an awareness of time, some conception of a future for

and toward which one is striving,’’ and in this way work itself creates the conditions

for the laborer to become a self-contained subject persisting, constantly, moment

by moment (2011, 10). Work in this way carves out the representational or

epistemological boundaries of the self, separating each individual from all others by

allowing each to be viewed as an object, as a tool for laboring in the world — a

world now experienced only through normalized patterns of respectable indivi-

duality (2011, 11). So thoroughgoing is the structuring influence of work that

Brintnall considers it to be what ‘‘generates the capacities that make human beings

qua human possible,’’ including even ‘‘conceptual thought’’ (2011, 18).

Given work’s futurity-oriented character, one might expect a critique of

masculine plenitude based on an elaboration of the instability of the self to

emphasize temporality. Brintnall’s focus, however, is on the spatial destabilization

of the work-bound individual, on the ways in which the individual can experience

a sort of ‘‘intimacy’’ and an opening-up of subjectivity. He identifies two ways that

intimacy can be achieved. The first is through experiences of eroticism — moments

of encounter with embodied others that shatter the ‘‘subject-object consciousness’’

(2011, 10). As he writes:

Abandoning oneself to desire for the other, making vulnerable one’s body through both

nakedness and interpenetration, and expending vast amounts of energy solely in

pursuit of pleasure stand in stark contrast to the self-sufficient, circumscribed, future-

oriented existence demanded by the world of work. (2011, 13)
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By blurring the lines between once-distinct spheres of subjectivity, eroticism poses

a fundamental challenge to the spatial assumptions of the everyday understanding

of the self. The second path to intimacy is through experiences of the sacred,

especially those enabled by rituals or invocations of sacrifice. Brintnall writes that

the ‘‘sacred confronts the individual with the possibility of death and troubles the

boundaries of self and other’’ (2011, 11); likewise, sacrifice ‘‘fosters identification

with death and destruction, an identification that ruptures the audience’s relation

to time and bounded existence’’ (12). The anguish of the awareness of death’s

constant approach is supposed to trigger some kind of opening of the self toward

the other (although the mechanism by which this occurs is, perhaps, not

adequately theorized here).5 Brintnall is explicit that we do not need to actually

witness a literal sacrificial killing for the sacred to function in this way (just as we

do not have to literally be having sex in order to understand the disruptive effects

of eroticism). Indeed, the rest of the book by and large constitutes an exemplary

illustration of the ways in which artistic and cultural phenomena employ

representations of sacrifice and eroticism to create events that are shot-through

with the subjectivity-overwhelming effects of intimacy, functioning thereby as

(often unwitting) challenges to the dominant fantasies of masculine plenitude.

But what is surprising about this analysis of intimacy is that although it enables

a powerful critique of the spatial bounds of the individuality created by work, it is

not turned towards a full critique of the mode of temporality that plays an equal

part in tracing out the shape of that conventional self. Though the lacerative

experiences of the erotic and the sacred may indeed divert our attention from its

normal orientation to the future by prying us open towards one another, they do

not seem to challenge in any fundamental way our understanding of the steady

march through time of subjectivity as such, be it individuated or communalized.

Brintnall claims that the awareness of death ruptures the subject’s relation to time;

but all that he can really show that it does is to make the self aware of its finitude

and push it towards the other. There is here indeed an emphasis on temporal

boundedness, but there is no more than a hint of ruptured continuity, of a not-

thinking in North’s radical sense — of a primal distraction that would rupture the

relation to time, yes, but without destruction, without putting an end to

subjectivity. Brintnall gives us not a challenge to attention as such, but rather a

way of diverting it from conventional futurity and risk-avoidance and towards

intimate encounter with the other.6

5 There are clear echoes of Heidegger in the discussion of the disruptive implications of anguish/anxiety about death,

and attention to the analytic of Dasein and its relation to temporality could provide one way of expanding this part of

Brintnall’s project.
6 An anonymous reviewer suggests that it would be fruitful here to engage directly with Bataille’s own work and with

his concept of ‘‘ecstasy.’’ I concur, but for reasons of scope and of space have elected merely to make note of this

suggestion rather than to act fully upon it and expand the present project. I focus here on Bataille’s reception in the

particular contemporary project that Brintnall lays out, rather than on Bataille’s own ideas. As I have argued, at least

insofar as Brintnall reconstructs the relevant themes, they are cast primarily in terms of the configurations of

intersections between selves and are not systematically brought to bear on questions of the distinct possibilities for

reimagining the structures of temporality as they shape subjectivity independently of its potential relational openness.

(North refers to Bataille in two places in the text (2011, 182, 216 n. 8), but does so in order to suggest directions for

the political-communal dimensions of distraction rather than to take him up as a resource for fleshing out distraction’s

meaning for the individual self in time.)
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The predominantly spatial categories and vocabularies of Brintnall’s project thus

mark out the limits of its critique of subjectivity, shaping an important but

incomplete challenge to the concept of the self that is defined by attentive

conceptual thought. Incorporating the insights of The Problem of Distraction into

the analysis of work would allow us to see that intimacy is not the only way in

which the self structured by labor can come undone. Where Brintnall gives us the

possibility of periodically creating continuity between different spheres of

subjectivity as they move through time, North would allow us to see how those

spheres can lose their own diachronic continuity in that very movement,

independently of whether and how they encounter others. The ‘‘world of work,’’

after all, demands not just the ontological separation of individuals but also the

steady productivity of each such individual over time; in distraction we are

presented with an irruptive breakdown of the trappings of subjectivity that

characterize that world, and we are equipped thereby with another set of tools

with which to chip away at its domination. Intimacy and distraction alike rupture

the conventional self, but they do so in analytically separable ways — in ways that

can coincide or even be mutually constitutive but that can also appear

independently. Distraction thus holds out the promise that even those who, by

necessity or by choice, have no recourse to particular forms of intimacy can

nevertheless challenge the dominance of the world of work in their own lives. In

the end, therefore, if we supplement these components of Brintnall’s undertaking

with ‘‘attention’’ to distraction, we can expand and extend his insights into a fuller

account of how we can trouble subjectivity’s everyday dynamics, in which every

instance of self and other is left with no place else to go than breathlessly forward

into its own future.

Brintnall argues compellingly that, in theological terms, this continued pushing-

forward of the self is integral to what is meant by ‘‘salvation’’ in conventional

soteriology. Quoting Bataille to the effect that ‘‘salvation is sometimes imagined as

the ‘prolongation of every individual soul’,’’ he links it to the same pattern of

work-structured futurity-bound separation from others that characterizes normal-

ized modes of living (2011, 22). In this ‘‘eternally isolating’’ redemption, the

blissful reassurance of the world to come is all too easy, being shot-through with

the same denials of intimacy that structure the world we already inhabit (2011,

86). Brintnall himself seeks to advance, even if tentatively, an alternative vision of

salvation by focusing on the crucifixion of Jesus. The suffering savior, a male-

body-in-pain hanging forlornly on a cross, forces us to recognize the primacy of

violence and trauma in the human condition and to reimagine ‘‘intersubjective

relation and human community in light of them’’ (2011, 186). This alternative

soteriology may respond adequately to the theoretical concerns of Bataille, and it

may successfully undo cultural fantasies of masculine plenitude, but what is

immediately striking about it is its total turning-away from the resurrection. This is

no accident — Brintnall argues elsewhere in the text (and not unconvincingly) that

conventional Christian narratives of death-and-resurrection function much like the

mythic images in action films of male-triumph-over-suffering: in the end, it is male

wholeness that will always save the day (and your soul!) (2011, 62).
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This critique of resurrection narratives is one of Brintnall’s boldest and most

provocative claims, and one that is well worth taking seriously. Yet, even as we

keep this critique in mind, we should consider also the ways in which a turn to

distraction might allow us to reconstruct a soteriology of resurrection that

similarly challenges masculine plenitude and its politics. As we have seen, in the

language of queer theory we can understand distraction as a thoroughgoing

rupturing of temporal continuity that nevertheless is not death, involving no final

destruction. In distraction the self comes apart, not by opening toward the other in

intimacy but through a sudden dissolution of its faculties. The self-identity of

subjectivity is challenged; the diachronic ontological coherence that we take for

granted is revealed to be illusory, falling apart in a way that is different from (but

no less real than) that which is triggered by eroticism. Discontinuity —

disappearance and return — this is the mode in which distraction as temporal

interruption appears. But is this not also the mode in which the life and ministry of

Jesus came to its ‘‘end’’? If we remind ourselves of the ways in which human

existence through time is punctuated by irregularity, then the death and

resurrection may begin to appear to us not as a model of ‘‘suffering and triumph’’

but rather as an incarnation of distraction itself. If both the crucifixion and the

resurrection are to figure into our soteriology (not to mention our theological

anthropology) and if they are thus to show us what it is to be saved and even what

it is to be human, then can there be any doubt that distraction erupts into the heart

of how the work-world of masculine plenitude is to be swept away so that a

renewed Kingdom of Heaven can break through? In Christ’s body-in-pain, as

Brintnall shows us, we are drawn into the redemptive enfolding of intimacy; in his

death-and-resurrection, we are swept up in the redemptive movement of

distraction. Jesus saves, indeed, redeeming the richness of subjectivity, in space

and in time, from the limiting shell of the self.

Distraction and other queer temporalities

‘‘Attention’’ to distraction thus provides powerful material for supplementing the

critique of the self’s spatial-relational stability and coherent boundedness with a

critique of its apparent smooth continuity through time. In what follows, I will

briefly gesture toward a few ways in which distraction can figure into or lead us to

reconsider existing projects on queer time — projects that deal with questions of

futurity, of other disruptions in linear temporality, and of queer historiography.7

In his polemical and controversial work No Future, Lee Edelman argues

powerfully that queer theory and queer politics must ultimately choose between

assimilation into heteronormative reproductive futurism, on the one hand, and the

total rejection of any politics of futurity at all, on the other. Critiquing in Lacanian

terms the figure of the ‘‘Child’’ in which every politics builds a vision of the future

that inevitably demands abjection, sacrifice, and injustice in the present, he calls

7 I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting that I contextualize the project more broadly in this way, as

well as to the Cambridge Queer Cultures Research Seminar for providing a space in which to workshop the ideas of

this section in February 2014.
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for a radical turning-away from all such projects, insisting that ‘‘the future is mere

repetition and is just as lethal as the past’’ (2004, 31). Edelman’s project is among

the most extreme versions of the ‘‘antisocial thesis’’ in queer studies, and the book

remains unsurprisingly polarizing. Though I do believe that some of Edelman’s

intentions have merit for particular areas of queer politics, I would argue that any

conceptualization of primal distraction reveals a fundamental flaw in his

theoretical apparatus. If distraction provides access to, or mediates the existential

effects of, an ‘‘underlying discontinuum’’ structuring the historical lives of human

beings, then we can never affirm the necessity or inevitability of the mere

‘‘repetition’’ of a ‘‘lethal’’ past continuously into the future. If discontinuity is

historically primary — if the ‘‘periodic dissolution of … faculties’’ is fundamental

to human being — then an irreducible indeterminacy must infect all political

prospects. North argues that distraction ‘‘suggests a way to think of structural

change in politics that does not depend on the fiction of a historical continuum,’’

for it ‘‘breaks the contract between thought and time’’ (2011, 183). In this way, we

can begin to discern the possibility of a variety of political futurity that does not

depend on mere progressivism and that is, ultimately, not ‘‘reproductive’’ in the

sense at which Edelman takes aim. If there is distraction, then Edelman’s

dichotomy between heteronormative reproductive futurism and the non-hope of

no-future is a dangerously false one. North’s work thus can provide the basis for a

new elaboration of the important project of dismantling reproductive hetero-

normativity, one that would not collapse into an apolitical retreat from the

possible futures that, whether we like it or not, will always lie ahead of us. The

development of a queer politics of distracted futurity thus constitutes one

potentially fruitful direction for further research.

Taking up distraction can (perhaps ironically) also allow us to draw new

connections between other major projects in queer studies that trouble

conventional linear temporalities. Consider, for example, Jack Halberstam’s

recent work The Queer Art of Failure and Valerie Rohy’s Anachronism and its

Others. Halberstam’s work is a playful exercise in Gramscian ‘‘low’’ theory that

puts forward a vision of ‘‘failure as a mode of being in the world’’ — but also of

‘‘unbeing’’ — predicated upon the reconfiguration of traditional notions of

knowledge, of life-trajectory, and of the teleological unfolding of the self in time

(Halberstam 2011, 23). As Halberstam puts it, ‘‘Heteronormative common sense

leads to the equation of success with advancement, capital accumulation, family,

ethical conduct, and hope’’ (2011, 89), and so the ‘‘queer art of failure involves the

acceptance of the finite’’ (2011, 187). Rohy’s work similarly advocates the

disruption of typical notions of conventional orderings of events, selves, and ideas

in time, putting forward a vision of the destabilization of ‘‘the heteronormative

demand for a proper sexual sequencing’’ (Rohy 2009, 130). Lambasting the

‘‘fantasy of a true, unidirectional history,’’ Rohy advocates for a ‘‘strategic

anachronism’’ that can step outside the interpretive and political limitations of

much historicism in order to open us up to the ‘‘alterity of the present, the

difference that haunts the now of queer theory’’ (2009, 130, 125, 138). Appealing

to Foucault to remind her readers that ‘‘the continuity of the past with the present

cannot be assumed’’ (2009, 126), her work is a manifesto for practices of
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anachronism that cut through and rearrange the ‘‘naturalized chronology’’ of
‘‘straight time,’’ pun intended (2009, xvi). Halberstam does not cite Rohy’s study,

and in the particulars of their argumentation they often seem to take up very

different themes, but the embrace of words such as ‘‘unbeing’’ in the one and
‘‘continuity’’ and ‘‘haunting’’ in the other should suggest echoes (or foreshadow-

ings) of the illustration of distraction, which North at one point casts as a

‘‘relationship of thought to non-being’’ that ‘‘haunts the history of thought’’
(North 2011, 13). In a world where persistent, industrious attention to the tasks of

life’s sequential stages is the key to ‘‘success,’’ and in which these stages are plotted
in the landscape of a neat historical chronology that moves easily from past into

present, distraction can powerfully instantiate failure and anachronism alike,

providing an alternative terrain on which the two concepts can meet and
intermingle. Future research on and experimentation with the practices that

Halberstam and Rohy outline would thus benefit greatly from a consideration of

primal distraction.
Finally, North’s text is an important resource for the development of queer

historiography. Elizabeth Freeman, for example, has argued that ‘‘queer time

generates a discontinuous history of its own,’’ and she thus presents the task of queer
historiography as one that thinks ‘‘against the dominant arrangement of time and

history’’ and embraces ‘‘nonsequential’’ alternatives (Freeman 2010, xi). If

distraction is indeed, as North writes, a ‘‘reminder of the loose fit of historical life
on the casket of its coherence,’’ then it opens up a vantage point that lets us see anew

the cracks and weaknesses in what Freeman terms ‘‘chrononormativity, or the use of

time to organize individual human bodies toward maximum productivity’’.8 The
dissolution of faculties that North uncovers as anthropologically fundamental entails

the ultimate impossibility of such ‘‘maximum productivity’’; distraction therefore

constitutes a way in which the ‘‘temporal orders on which heteronormativity depends
for its meanings and power … can be contested,’’ one that supplements, but perhaps

also at times can be constitutive of, the embodied ‘‘queer pleasures’’ upon which

Freeman focuses as tools for such contestation (2010, 58). Freeman writes vividly of
the ways in which ‘‘erotic relations and the bodily acts that sustain them gum up the

works of the normative structures we call family and nation, gender, race, class, and

sexual identity,’’ and she argues that the recognition of these processes is fundamental
to the practice of queer historiography (2010, 173). I would argue that distraction,

because it troubles the picture of the self that undergirds the constructed stability of

those ‘‘normative structures,’’ likewise can cause them to ‘‘gum up,’’ in ways that can
be embodied in erotic relations but also manifest in the absence of such relationality

— in the solitude of the self’s undoing in distracted dissolution.

Studies of futurity, of disruption, and of historiography all have much to gain
from the consideration of distraction. These brief remarks on recent work in queer

temporality are, like the rest of this essay, intended not to settle the questions that

distraction raises, but instead to outline a few areas within the vast research
program that it enables. The awareness of distraction can do more than merely

shake up in theoretical terms our conventional picture of the self’s bounded

stability in space and time: it can also change our relationship to the political

8 Freeman 2010, 3
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world, transform our sense of what it means to have time on our hands, and

reconfigure our orientation towards the local, ‘‘national,’’ and ‘‘global’’ histories

within which we situate ourselves.

Conclusion: further directions for distraction in queer theology9

My reading of these recent texts has been selective and discontinuous, a

deliberately appropriative engagement towards specific ends. By using Brintnall’s

book as a sort of ‘‘case study’’ of the broader promise of distraction for queer

studies writ large, I have attempted to gesture towards some specific ways in which

our understanding of the ‘‘spatial’’ instability of self and other can be

complemented and expanded by a consideration of subjectivity’s temporal

instability in the recurrent breaking-through of primal distraction. By supplement-

ing this discussion with a brief engagement with existing research in the study of

queer temporality, I have aimed to show how such a project can have broader

relevance within contemporary gender and sexuality studies and the many fields

with which such studies intersect. The study of distraction thus constitutes a broad

interdisciplinary research program into only recently foregrounded problems, and

in light of such work, the specifically theological dimensions of subjectivity and

temporality can similarly be clarified and more fully elaborated, as the application

of North’s insights to Brintnall’s work shows so vividly.

Indeed, within contemporary theology, a reconceptualization of salvation and

resurrection is not all that distraction has to offer. For example, distraction could

become the basis of a renewed eschatology, an apocalyptic of discontinuity rupturing

the everyday structures of the self and its social world. A political theology of

distracted eschatology could take up the ‘‘mass,’’ the collectivity produced by

distraction that Benjamin points to as a source of resistance to fascist domination. (In

this way we might also uncover new directions for the ecclesiological imagination,

enabling a reconceptualization of what it means to gather together in community for

worship, sacrament, or prayer.) As North argues, distraction presents the state with

the perilous possibility of a discontinuity in its own existence;10 I would suggest that

this insight opens up a space not only to lay out a critique of structures both prior to

and co-constitutive with the state apparatus (such as patriarchy or hetero- and

homonormativity) but also to elaborate a vision of a Kingdom of Heaven whose

already/not-yet presence will always have been discontinuous with our teleological

histories and our totalizing conceptions of ceaseless global progress. Moreover, by

‘‘distracting’’ eschatology and ‘‘queering’’ distraction, we can mark out the study of

9 It is important at this juncture to note that in this essay I have not taken up questions of race, class, postcoloniality, or

disability, all of which I believe to be of the utmost importance in any consideration of problems of subjectivity and

temporality. Due to limitations of scope, of space, and of my own knowledge of the relevant literatures, I have here set

aside what some might call these ‘‘intersectional’’ aspects of the subject, but it is my hope that this shortcoming of the

present article can be rectified in future work on these themes. I am grateful to Tara Suri for pointing out to me the

potential of ‘‘queering the geopolitics’’ of this project along racial, class, and postcolonial lines, and to Lucas G.

Pinheiro for an illuminating conversation about the potential relevance of distraction to ongoing work within

disability studies on cognition, subjectivity, and selfhood.
10 ‘‘[I]n a theory of politics in which a metaphysically unified and temporally continuous intellect is made into the

foundation of political structures, of political action, and of the stability of the polity, distraction names the moment

when the foundation crumbles under the edifices built upon it’’ (North 2011, 177).
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eschatology as an ideal site for the convergence of queer theory and political theology
— a site at which the indeterminacy of secular and sacred futurity legitimates both

utopian hope and radical praxis.

In the consideration of distraction, mystical theology can likewise find new
directions for research and practice.11 The anthropological primacy of disconti-

nuity may provide a way to understand the openness of the ‘‘self’’ to an encounter
with a God that is-not or that we are no longer able to believe exists in a

‘‘traditional’’ way.12 A theology of distraction could thus provide an innovative

path away from the dangers of onto-theology by providing a new vocabulary in
which to express the vibrancy of the divinity encountered in mystical experience

without requiring metaphysical architectures that teeter always between crass

cheapness and false totalization. When mystics speak of losing oneself in the
beatific vision or of emptying the mind in contemplation, we can perhaps

understand such language in terms of a particular kind of sacred distraction; in this

way we can illuminate the connections between those religious practices that are
standardly categorized as ‘‘mystical,’’ on the one hand, and the more ‘‘mundane’’

discontinuities characterizing subjectivity’s movement in the world, on the other.

Moreover, the recognition of the queerness of distraction in structuring and de-
structuring subjectivity reinforces the significance of Sarah Coakley’s recent

argument that the theological consideration of Trinitarian prayer and contempla-

tion must foreground issues of gender and sexuality. Distraction, insofar as it
relates to the gendered and sexual dimensions of human subjectivity, provides one

way of bringing the consideration of such dimensions into apophatic, contempla-

tive, and mystical theological projects.13

Jumping thus across areas as apparently far-flung as mystical praxis, gendered

subjectivity, religious apocalyptic, and irruptive temporality, the study of

distraction promises to uncover expansive areas of overlooked interest and
interconnection in contemporary queer theology, queer theory, and the many fields

with which they are imbricated. And indeed, the strength and promise of queer

studies is that (at its best) it is not, properly speaking, a continuous field or
discipline in its own right, for it emerges as if by stealth within political theory or

theological reflection as easily as within art, the study of culture, and the analysis

of literature. When the ‘‘queer’’ is allowed to disappear and reappear in this
periodic leaping and flying, it ceases to be a unified mode of thought. The

generativity of distraction for queer theory and queer theology should not

therefore come as a surprise; queer studies itself is all too often distracted, tending
away from the academy and out into the world, its motion punctuated by

discontinuity and interruption. To borrow a phrase, one might say that queer

theory and theology, like distraction and as distraction, pull the many shrouds of
the academy itself out from over the disciplinary caskets of its professionalized

11 I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting the discussion of mysticism.
12 Recall North’s invocation of the ‘‘parontological relationship of thought to non-being.’’ Perhaps even more

pertinently, he writes: ‘‘And although [distraction] haunts, it is not itself spectral; it is closer to a capacity to receive

specters … [a] paradoxical capacity to receive non-beings’’ (2011, 13).
13 See Coakley 2013. Coakley’s text is especially promising for a re-reading through the lens of distraction, given its

emphasis on themes of apophasis, silence, ‘‘attention,’’ and the ‘‘interruptions’’ of the Spirit. Indeed, she writes that her

theological project of ‘‘unsystematic systematics’’ depends on its being ‘‘persistently vulnerable to interruptions from

the unexpected — through its radical practices of attention to the Spirit’’ (2013, 49).
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coherence. As we turn our theological and theoretical efforts towards problems as
diverse as those of sexuality, salvation, and the state, let us therefore not be afraid

that our minds and our wits will wander (or depart from us altogether!); for there

is no surer testament to the richness of our thinking than for it to be punctuated
without warning by its own dissolution.
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